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A fun and kid-friendly introduction to Korean!The Tuttle MORE Korean for Kids Flash Cards is an

introductory Korean language learning tool especially designed to help children from preschool

through early elementary level acquire basic words, hangul script, phrases, and sentences in

Korean in a fun and easy way.The flashcards can be used as a learning tool in a classroom setting,

at home, or anywhere that learning takes place, and can easily be taped around the room for an

interactive way to learn Korean. The set contains a total of 64 words organized into thematic

categories, including: Animals, At My House, Things I Like to Do, Actions, Opposites, Weather, and

Nature. All of the words are illustratedâ€”the pictures serve as effective visual aids to help children

learn and remember each word's meaning. Words often reflect cultural objects and items and can

be studied in any order. Learners may focus on one theme at a time or mix them up for a little more

variety.
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I have been learning Korean from 2 high school students that lived in Korea for the last couple of

months. It has been difficult to get passed the language barriers as well as the pronunciation of



words, on both our parts, but this has helped me understand more of how to speak Korean. I

HIGHLY recommend this to anyone even REMOTELY interested in Korean! These are the best and

most complete flash cards I've seen. On the front you have the word spelled out in Korean, given

the phonetic so you know how its pronounced, and then a picture of what it all entails. On the back

is the icing on the cake. There is a detailed definition and has all the same info on there as the front,

as well as 2 complete sentences that you can use to apply that word, or small phrase, to a "normal"

interaction ( ex. the color black. Your 2 sentences are "My umbrella is black" and "I have a black

pen". Something you may not think you'd say or need to say, but you have the words right there for

you to help further you along.) and they give you the Korean spelling as well as the phonetic way to

pronounce it. Great product! Great price! The only con I have is: there aren't more of them!

My kids do not know Korean. After I sent one of my kids to Korean school these cards came in

handy. Both my kids 2 & 6 love these cards. But I think the cards can be overwhelming if the child

has no exposure to Korean, at least that was the case for my 6 year old. She showed interest in

these cards after she started Korean school. My 2 year old likes to follow her sister, so we all review

the cards together.

We bought the first edition of these and love them. The second set is equally as good. My children

are learning Korean quite rapidly. The cards are durable and good sized. Great product.

Love that you can hear pronunciation on the cd and follow the written cards...kids love flashcards so

i like the system. I love that they have children's songs on there. I kind of wish that they could add

how to pronounce the "abcs" in korean on here too. but oh well. =)

I am so happy with this purchase! It comes with a huge wall poster with the Korean words and

pictures, which I am very excited about. The flashcards are really nice quality and has great

teaching info on each. I think these will be a great teaching aid for myself and my kids!

Great

This was a great learning tool for me. I loved the posterAnd the size of the flashcards are greatI

totally recommend them



It has a clear pronounciation that anyone can understand. It is a good method to teach the kids

korean. I would recommend it.
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